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Whether a new or experienced user of the ZEISS ZEN Blue software, the platform contains a multitude of tools and features 
that can help a wide variety of image processing needs. The following guide is geared towards beginners who are still getting 
acquainted with the design and logic of ZEN Blue. However, the ten tips outlined below – which cover everything from file 
handling to histogram adjustment – may serve as a useful refresher for all skill levels.

#1: Get acquainted with the workspace.
ZEN Blue divides the software workspace in thirds; a loaded image appears in the middle, while left- and right-side trays con-
tain processing tools and an image/document clipboard, respectively. Side trays can be 
closed at any time using clickable arrows in the middle of each tray. 

The relative space devoted to the image window versus the surrounding tools can be 
adjusted at any time with the Workspace Zoom slider found in the upper right. User 
preferences can actually be stored in a configuration using the options icon below by 
clicking New and creating a name.

Also note that certain windows can be 
undocked and moved to a preferred area on the screen. This action is trig-
gered with the icon on the upper right, when available. Undocked positions 
can also be stored in a workspace.
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#2: To “Show All” or not?
Another recurrent design element in certain windows of ZEN Blue is the Show All toggle. While the intent 
of this toggle is to unclutter the workspace when only basic functionalities are required, it can hide 

important tools that advanced users may prefer.

All available Show All toggles can be activated in a single action via the 
menu item View → Show All (Global).

#3: Consider the file formats.
The default ZEISS image format bears the .CZI (“Carl Zeiss Image”) 
extension, but ZEN Blue is backwards-compatible with .ZVI, .LSM, 
.JPEG, .TIF, OME-TIFF, and a number of other formats. Importing 
.TIF or .TIFF image files is possible with simple drag-and-drop functionality, but note that 
such .TIF datasets should be contained in a folder with corresponding .XML metadata 
files to properly retrieve and integrate existing scaling and channel information. If this 
.XML file is lost, scaling will simply be represented in pixels.

#4: When in doubt, check the Info tab.
There is archival value of the .CZI file format is its exhaustive set of metadata information retained for each collected image. 
While hundreds of hardware-specific parameters are recorded, the Info tab consolidates many of the more fundamental 
metadata fields in one easy-to-browse location. This tab is always found at the very bottom of the left side image tools. It 
also includes customizable text fields for adding comments, keywords, and even a five star rating system – all of which can be 
indexed within Windows file searches.

#5: Dealing with scale bars.
A scale bar can be quickly stamped onto an active image by navigating 
to the Graphics mini-tab below the image, then clicking the small 
ruler icon. A present color and size will be utilized for the scale bar that 
appears; this can be modified by first highlighting the scale bar and 
right-clicking, then selecting the Format Graphical Elements option.

Any changes made to the scale bar appearance can be stored with the 
Set as New Global Default button found in the resulting window.
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#6:  More custom annotations!
The Show All toggle below an image reveals the Custom Graphics mini-tab. Here, a 
number of additional drawing elements and metadata fields can customized within a 
set of quick tools. Click each button then subsequently creates an overlay on the image.   

To add to these quick tools, click the Customize button and browse through the 
available options in the resulting 
pop-up window. Double-clicking 
an entry (or highlighting and 
pressing the + button below) will 
add it to the row(s) of tools.

Additional annotations are 
available within the menu item 

Graphics → Frequent Annotations → More, which provides a searchable database to 
every single metadata entry possible with the .CZI format.

#7:  Working with multiple fluorescent channels.
When loading files containing multiple channels, each fluorescent image can be toggled 
on/off within the Dimensions mini-tab below the image set. Click the channel name 
to perform this toggle; one channel at a time can also be viewed automatically by 
activating the Single Channel checkbox.  

Clicking the small downwards arrow 
on each channel will show the 
pseudocolor or lookup table (“LUT”) 
options for that channel. Changing 
these colors does not affect the 
original intensity information, only the 
color itself.

#8:  Don’t fear the histogram!
All images contain pixels with varying 

intensity information, areas of bright and dark signal. The histogram (found in the Display 
mini-tab) is graphical plot of all raw data collected.  It is represented as a pixel count vs.  
intensity from 0 to the maximum bit depth range (e.g. – 256 for 8-bit) utilized. Adjustments 
to the appearance of the displayed image are possible by sliding the left and right sides 
(black and white levels) of the histogram window. Such changes can be re-saved in an updated  
.CZI file, but will not overwrite the original data nor change the underlying intensity  
information for any quantitative measurements. Also note that individual channels of  
fluorescent images can also be adjusted independently. The Min/Max and Best Fit buttons can help to automate and opti-
mize display ranges with a single click.

The histogram also contains options for changing the linearity 
of the display range. Found within the Gamma field (with 
the Show All toggle on), the value will change the curve 
of the display, increasing the weight of low level signals (for 
gamma values < 1.0) or suppressing low level signals (for 
gamma values > 1.0). A gamma setting of 0.45 is common 
for color camera images.
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#9:  Get portable with the display settings.
One useful feature hidden within the histogram tool is the ability 
to Copy or Save any carefully-adjusted settings from one image and 
Paste or Load them onto another for more consistent normalization. 
Use of the Save/Load feature will generate a stored display setting 
file (.CZDSP), which can permit additional options for archiving and 
tweaking display later on. The Copy/Paste feature, which also works 
with CTRL+C, CTRL+V keyboard shortcuts, is helpful for on-the-fly 
adjustments when multiple images are open at once.

#10:  Save yourself some trouble.
Remember that ZEN Blue makes a distinction between saving and exporting images. In general, it is good practice to save 
(or re-save) images with the .CZI (or comparable) format to retain all original display/histogram information. In contrast,  
exporting images is more of a one-way process that will potentially lock in display settings, pseudocolors, scale bars, and 
other annotations onto the final result.

Another quick option for quickly saving or updating work-in-progress image 
sets is via the anachronistic(!) disk icon found on the right side image clipboard.

Similarly, an adjacent button known as Quick Export permits a streamlined 
way to generate JPEG images within the Windows directory User/My Pictures.


